CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
FEBRUARY, 2021
Next Meeting

- NO February Meeting

Update Highlights:
• No. 19 Progress. Cardinal Manufacturing is machining 6 new driving blocks to
replace the existing four bronze friction driving boxes and two new boxes for the
new axle and drivers. Delivery is anticipated in February.
• New leaf springs are being fabricated. Mark Jensen, Cerified Inc., rolled the
spring steel to our specified radius.
• Modifying the G-16 coach wiring is underway.
• An application for tower repairs has been submitted to the Eau Claire Community
Fund. If granted, the damaged wood siding will be replaced this summer.

Spring Test. We determined that each of the six springs will be required to support 200 pounds.
Using a bathroom scale, we loaded the test spring on the left. It deflected 1/2” which is needed to
determine the length from the spring saddle to the seat on the driving box. On the right, the final
assembly was tested. It deflected at 1/2”, so the remaining will be made the same.
Picture - Dave Peterson
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Driving Blocks _ Old(top)and New (below). The
original blocks, above, are serviceable, but since
new blocks are required for the new driver axle, all
blocks will be upgraded to match them. An
aluminum test block by Cardinal Manufacturing is
being machined below. We will give it a test fit first.
If it proves to be ok, the final six will be made.
Cardinal is part of the Eleva-Strum High School
machining curriculum. A unique connection is No.
19 operated in Strum, WI, from the mid 1960’s until
the CVRR purchased it. So many Strum-Eleva
residents probably rode behind our locomotive
then.

Trial Driving Box. We made a trial box
in 2019 to test a design. It was too
loose, so the design was modified.
However each pedestal, the frames in
which the box fits, varies in width due to
wear, so each box is slightly different in
width. We opted not to re-machine the
frame because of the tear down time
and reassembly difficulties.

New Wiring.
Kirk Olson is
assembling one
of four new
connectors using
coiled wire.

Pictures - Dan Perkins and Cardinal Manufacturing (new block)
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Wiring. Byron and Kirk study
ways to connect new light
wing to the fuse board. To the
right, Kirk works on the new
spiral connecting wires
between coaches. A new
feature will allow a conductor
to notify the engineer to stop
to check any issue observed
on the train or along the right
of way.

Sale of 7 1/2” Steam Locomotive. The estate of Richard Wrobel donated his unfinished Allen 4-6-0
in 2013. Richard designed and fabricated the trucks for two of the G-16’s train set. We decided to sell
it since none of our members had the time to complete it. Alan Franke, Kansasville, WI, near
Kenosha, Wi, offered us $1,200. After checking sites such as DiscoverLiveSteam that resells similar
equipment, we accepted his offer. Dave Peterson’s son-in-law, who is starting new employment in
Eau Claire, offered to haul it to Alan on one of his trips back to Racine. This saved everyone crating
and shipping. We know the locomotive will have a new home.
Pictures - Dan Perkins
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“Old Hands”. Dan Perkins focused in on some “old hands’ working on various projects this
month. You may recognize them.

Pictures - Dan Perkins
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HISTORY SECTION 2011

2011 Work
No. 16 saw several upgrades in the winter of 2011. The black steel and the old boiler
insulation was removed and new insulation and replaced with a green steel jacket. The
straight smoke stack was replaced with its original balloon stack. The stack was rebuilt
with the help of Marv Nauman, The locomotive was repainted too.
Byron Bobb, a volunteer on this project, is pictured will No. 16
Perhaps a good spring cleaning this will reveal the beauty of the locomotive.
Since this picture, No. 16 has a new boiler and another new jacket matching the
pictured version.
Photo Dave Peterson
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